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IMPORTANT NOTICES
Driver Of The Meeting - PI 2021
Australian ‘Flaggies’ pride themselves on their
quick response to a call, so when the challenge
went out to the Phillip Island Motorsport crew
to choose the 2021 Driver of the Meeting, they
did not disappoint. A resounding vote for Conor
Ryan was a popular choice. Not bad for the 23
year old who claimed the club Junior Award in
2018 and 2019. A junior who earned his drives
the hard way, homework first, then the race car!
Following previous successful performances in
the Daverick, Elgaram Jaguar, Ford Flathead
Special, Ralt RT4 and MG TA Special, this
year Ryan challenged himself to climb aboard
the Demmitt Fuelling Special to explore its true
potential. And what an exploration it was!
Conor’s on-the-limit driving in the 1956
beast saw him take on Nick McDonald in
an impressive battle over the weekend,
coming second in Race One, before edging
ahead of his rival on Sunday morning by
0.0223 seconds and putting himself on pole
for the final show down. We witnessed lap
after lap of heart stopping steering, causing
some to label Ryan the “Busiest Driver of the
Meet”, before he finally took the chequered
flag. Well done Conor, we look forward
to many more years of exciting racing!
Cheryl Reid

Phillip Island 2021 - more reports:
Group Q & R Racing
Formula 1, Formula 5000, IndyCar, Formula
Atlantic, Formula Holden, Australian Formula
Two and Formula Super Vee are the cars that
made up Q & R Racing for the 2021 Phillip
Island Classic. There were new cars, new
drivers, drivers returning after a long time and
the core group that run at most of our events.
We welcomed Daniel Van Stokrom from Group
N making his first appearance in the ex Richard

Warland Ralt RT4 (F/Atlantic), Queenslander
Barry Wise brought out his new car, a great
looking March 81A (F/Atlantic) Peter Brennan –
Chevron B29 (F/Atlantic) and Robert Crichton
– Ralt RT5 (F/Suer Vee). The returnees after fairly
long hiatus / rebuild periods were Paul Zazryn
- Lola T332 (F5000) and John Pyke - Tiga FA82
(F/Atlantic).
Guido Belgiorno-Nettis took pole position in the
stunning ex Stefan Johansson Ferrari 156/85
Formula 1 and mere 5/100s of a second quicker
that Paul Zazryn, with David Hardman only
1.2 seconds behind in the Hardman JH-1 (F/
Atlantic).
Rolling starts are the preferred starting
procedure for Q & R at Phillip Island and
Twenty one cars rolled towards the starter as
the red lights went out for the 6 Lap Race One

on Saturday Afternoon. The top three finished
where they started, however 4th Andrew
McCarthy – Ralt RT4 (F/Atlantic), 5th Grant
Doulman – Shrike NB89H (F/Holden) and 6th
Rohan Carrig – Hocking 901 (F/Holden) had
all advanced from their respective starting
positions. Unfortunately, John Pyke’s return in
the Tiga FA82 was short lived with a terminal
engine DNF that put him out for the remainder of
the meeting.
Race Two on Sunday morning threw up some
challenges for Guido when #28 wouldn’t start so
a quick warm up of #27 (Ex Michele Alboretto
car) and he was back on P1 for the start but
unfortunately #27 didn’t want to play either, so it
was a DNF on lap 1. The top three finishers were
Zazryn, Hardman and Carrig.
Race Three went all Paul Zazryn’s way with a
lights to flag win, Guido started 5th after his
Race Two DNF, a request to the Clerk of Course
was granted to start in a safer position than last,
he finished second with Ian Buddery coming in
third in the March 86C IndyCar.
It was a fantastic weekend and I’d personally
like to thank the Race Committee and Volunteer

Race Officials who worked tirelessly to put
on the and run the meeting despite the many
barriers that were in their way due to the events
of 2020. Also, a big thank you to the interstate
competitors who took a leap of faith and made
the journey to Victoria in light of the ever-present
uncertainty of border restrictions.
See you all soon.
Rohan Carrig
Mallala 2021
After my daughter moved to SA I drove a
carload of her stuff over in January 2020 thinking
I would see her again shortly…well we all know
what comes next.
Fast forward to April 2021 and it looks like it
might be possible to engage in interstate travel
once more, even if somehow each state seems
to operate as a separate country…
So here’s the chance….visit Belle, and tack on
some historic motorsport. Or is that the other
way around…
I last raced at the Mallala Historic meeting in
2004, in the early years of my custodianship of
the Pantera. I recall a fun meeting, and breaking
down when running second to the late Peter
Hall, with a broken 20c circlip that went for a
wander through the gearbox.
It was therefore time to have another go. Easy
drive over Thursday, catch up with daughter,
then out onto the featureless plains north of
Adelaide where the ex-WW2 airfield track at
Mallala is to be found, with its 60 year history
(mirroring my vintage) including everything up
to and including a Grand Prix. Now used more
at club level since the opening of The Bend,
there is still a National level Historic meeting
there every April. And it is an event I highly
recommend.
Glad I practiced Friday as since it is 17 years
since I raced at Mallala, I had forgotten the
extent to which it is a deceptively difficult,
technical track, though short, and extremely
hard on brakes. The northern hairpin all but
removes your arms from your shoulders if
hauling 1.4 tonnes of non-power assisted
Pantera around.
Sadly there were only two of us Group S entrants
(local lad Tim Lynas in his Porsche 928 being
the other) so we found ourselves in with Group
N. Must say, a Falcon looks like a block of flats
beside you from the perspective of a Pantera
mid-corner….and the quickest local Minis are
just ridiculous round the tight corners! Had a
great dice with a local RX2 all weekend.
Qualified 6th and finished 6th R1. Broke a

gearshift linkage pin R2 after climbing to 4th. So
the Mallala 20c part jinx continues.
Sunday R3 started ROG, then back up to 7th
after 6 laps…huge fun coming through the field.
R4 6th so a great weekend. Even had to pose
for the local paper!
Mallala Historics is a lovely event, extremely
friendly, much more relaxed and without the
feel of mega dollars running through the pits
that can affect the vibe of east coast historic
motorsport. Displays, (including not only a
fabulous standard of a show’n’shine but period
dragsters and 100 year old static agricultural
engines…all running!!) aerial flyovers but in the
context of a smaller scale picnic atmosphere.
The crowd numbers were much larger than I
expected, felt like Winton in May. You see cars
that just don’t come over to Victoria much, and
the line up of 70s/80s sports sedans (including
the Bryan Thompson Merc and the amazing
ex-Graham Whincup Monza now restored
and driven superbly by Carey McMahon) was
fabulous. My view is that these cars should be
a much bigger part of VHRR events as they are
absolute crowd pleasers and spectacular.
Another car of note was the ex Leo Geoheghan
“Grace Bros” Birrana driven beautifully by Andy
Ford to a win in each of its races.
And of course the Barossa is 20 minutes
away….I stayed in lovely clean and well priced
accommodation in Gawler.
As for me, I finished the last race, towelled off,
jumped in the car at 2:30pm and was home
by 11:40pm with 1 stop for fuel and Hungry
Jack’s….with my good mate and crewman of 20
years’ standing Mark Johnson with the tow car
not far behind. Ready to go to work to pay for it
on Monday.
So yes, Mallala Historics is highly
recommended.
Ross Jackson
Preview – 2021 VHRR Historic
Hillclimb
The past few months have presented many
of those ‘pinch yourself’ moments, such as
lining up on the grid for my first ever race and
completing my first ever race weekend, and the
upcoming VHRR Rob Roy Hillclimb is sure to
present yet another such moment. Along with
getting more seat time in the Vee, I’ll be tackling
the Rob Roy hill in Phil Chapman’s Datsun B210,
which has been double entered with myself
and Phil at the helm. I can’t begin to thank Phil
enough for the opportunity and having seen
him drive as the works Elgaram Jaguar driver

at the Phillip Island Classic earlier this year, I
know I’ll certainly have my work cut out trying
to keep up! Speaking of double entered race
cars, the mighty little Daveric Formula Vee will
be piloted by not only myself, but by the recent
Phillip Island Classic’s Sir Jack Brabham Driver
of the Meeting, Conor Ryan, too, and yet again,
Conor has been my benchmark ever since my
first drive of the Vee, which funnily enough was
this very meeting two years back, so I’m really
excited to see how I stack up. Rob Roy is always
a huge highlight of the racing calendar for me,
as for those who haven’t been, the atmosphere
is unlike any other meeting you will attend. The
variety of cars is massive, with purpose built
hillclimb specials lining up at the exact same
spot as cars that were only ever intended to
drive you to racetracks, never, ever on them.
One of the funniest spectacles I’ve ever seen at
any racetrack was watching a Suzuki Mighty-boy
attack the Rob Roy hill, and setting an incredibly
competitive time, of which was not at all far off
the time I’d set in the Vee! This is a great aspect
of this event, as it’s a day for all, no matter
what way you see Motorsport. Many use it as a
perfect opportunity to shake down a car prior to
a race meeting or have a solid crack at records,
but others see it as a chance to get their pride
and joy out of the garage, dust off the cobwebs
and enjoy a day with no double white lines or
speed limits! After a long absence, spectators
are now welcomed back trackside too, which will
make this year’s edition that much better.
As always, it’s an event that’s sure to be a terrific
day out, I look forward to seeing many of you
there.
Josh Lowing
Brock Hand – One to Watch
A picture containing person, outdoor,
transportDescription automatically generated
On a normal workday back in early 2017, I was
driving between jobs listening to 3AW on the
radio. Tony Jones was hosting the morning
program when a story and interview came on
that really struck a chord with me. Tony told the
story of a young Go Karter from Mildura named
Brock Hand, he went on to interview Brock’s
father who detailed that all of Brock’s Karting
equipment had been stolen from outside their
house. Everything was taken the Go Kart, the
Trailer, Tools and all the spare parts that had
been built up during his time in Karting. The
trailer was later found burnt and dumped with
everything of value taken.
I was really devastated to hear this story and

as some may be well aware, my Dad and I
had suffered similarly back in 2014 when the
trailer containing our Hardman JH-1 Australian
Formula Two was stolen from factory premises in
Knoxfield. Luckily, we got nearly everything back
some 15 months later.
I made a few enquiries and eventually got in
touch with Greg to see if the VHRR could do
anything to help. I approached the Committee
and asked if there was some way we could
help Greg and Brock get back racing. The
Committee unanimously agreed to make a
financial donation.
In my conversation with Greg, I found out a lot
more about Brock and his racing. Greg told me
that Brock started Karting in 2014 at the age of
7, however he had been driving karts since he
was 5. He finished 2nd in his very first race and
finished 2nd in the championship in his first year.
In his second year he won the championship
and achieved multiple podium finishes in open
events.
Brock moved up to the cadet 12 class two
years earlier than he needed too simply so he
could gain the extra experience racing against
kids much older and more experienced than
he was. That didn’t slow him down much as
he went undefeated at club level the entire
duration that he was a cadet 12 and he only
failed to get a podium placing in open events a
handful of times out of approximately 20 races
Greg further explains; “The family didn’t have
the means to replace what had been taken and
you could imagine the heartache that someone

who had been driving since the age of 5 was
going through. As a parent seeing your child go
through something like that without the ability to
fix the situation broke us.”
“That’s when the overwhelming support came
for Brock, thousands of people offered to
help him get back on track particularly great

organisations such as the VHRR, Penrite and
Total Tools, they were all amazing with their
generosity and support.”
“The VHRR gave us a donation that helped us
greatly, Brock was made a Junior member of the
club and we were invited to their event at Philip
Island. We met everyone who had helped us
out , but more than that it gave Brock the best
Birthday Present as it was his birthday weekend.
As a dad it allowed me to see my son smile for
the first time since everything had happened.
Penrite donated a bunch of products to Brock
that we used for his Karting and Brock ended
up being a Brand Ambassador for Penrite a role
that he was immensely proud of. Total Tools
held an event for Brock that saw him replace all
the tools and equipment needed to go racing
again.”
“Brock finished Karting in 2019 and we have
been looking for a category that Brock could
race in. It was an easy choice to go down the
historic racing route. The support given by the
VHRR made him determined to race a historic
Formula Vee and again with the help of VHRR
members like Conor Ryan, we have found a
Formula Vee and have started the process of
restoring it. We have found the original owner
of the car and will be working with him to get it
back to as new condition. The Formula Vee is a
Kingfischer MK4 made by Andy Fischer and first
run by Ray Colenso.”
On a personal note, it has been fantastic to
make contact with such a great family and
introduce people who may not have ever had
any interest or contact with Historic Racing
Competition. I look forward to seeing Brock have
his first run in the Vee.
Rohan Carrig
The Queen and Prince Philip’s MG
TC/1362
On April 23rd 2016 at the Chippenham Auction
Rooms in London a rare handwritten letter,
written in 1947 by the then 21 year old Princess
Elizabeth, was sold for US $20,880.00
It revealed how Prince Philip’s MG TC, which he
purchased on 25th September 1946, played a
role in his courtship of the future queen.
The letter was sent to Betty Shew who was
writing the official souvenir book called, “The
Royal Wedding”.
In her letter Princess Elizabeth recalled how
the young couple drove each other around
London and were at one point even chased by
photographers.
The princess remembered, “Philip enjoys driving

and does it fast! He has his own tiny M.G. which
he is very proud of - he has taken me about in it,
once up to London, which was great fun, only it
was like sitting on the road, and the wheels are
almost as high as one’s head.”
“On one, and only one occasion, we were
chased by a photographer which was
disappointing.” Sadly, there is no contemporary
record of what may have happened to this black
with green upholstery royal MG TC/1362
(registration plate XHD 99) or if it exists to this
day.
Richard Townley

Thanks to Vic Spiteri for the following:
The Adventures Of ‘Waltzing Matilda’:
The First Civilian Aircraft To Reach Australia From
Britain After The Second World War
By David Carment
The first civilian aircraft to reach Australia from
Britain following the Second World War landed
at Darwin on 11 June 1946. A converted Halifax
bomber named ‘Waltzing Matilda’, it had on
board a complement of men, women and
children who all wished to travel to Australia as
quickly as possible at a time when commercial
transportation links for civilians were virtually
non-existent.
The flight attracted considerable attention and
is well documented. Major newspapers and
Movietone News reported on it frequently and
prominently. There are also the comprehensive
first hand accounts on which my talk today is
mainly based. ‘Waltzing Matilda’’s pilot and
owner, Geoffrey Wikner, wrote his reminiscences
of the journey that were published as part
of his biography in 1993. A collection of his
documents about the flight is held in the
National Library of Australia. He was an
Australian born aircraft designer who moved to
Britain in the 1930s and was a wartime ferry pilot
who delivered new aircraft from their factories
with the British Air Transport Auxiliary. One of the
two flight engineers, Tom Sulman, described his
experiences in an unpublished autobiography

completed in 1969. His family now has his
photographs and other documents concerning
‘Waltzing Matilda’. Sulman was an Australian
automotive engineer and racing car driver living
in Britain who served as a British army officer
during the war. Both Wikner and Sulman were
keen to return home in Australia immediately
after the war’s end but because of the shortage
of transport and the priority given to people who
served in the Australian armed services could
not do so.
When he was unable to get to Australia by any
other means, Wikner bought a former Royal Air
Force Halifax bomber to undertake the journey
and found no difficulty in rapidly attracting 20
paying passengers and flight crew. After weeks
of frustrations, infuriating bureaucratic delays,
almost endless red tape and modifications to
make the aircraft more suitable for passengers,
permission was given that the now re-named
‘Waltzing Matilda’ could take off. It was only
finally allowed to do so when all those whom
Wikner accepted formally agreed to a strict set
of conditions before joining what was officially
described as an ‘exhibition flight’. The crew and
passengers were probably aware of the potential
risks. Far more aircraft crashed in the 1940s
than now and there were many perils along the
proposed route. In spite of some misleading
press reports saying how well the journey went,
however, it proved more adventurous and
dangerous than anticipated.
Once all the potential travellers were inoculated,
their passports and visas were in order and
permission for the flight arrived, Wikner decided
to get going before the authorities changed
their minds. He sent telegrams to everyone to
be ready to depart from Hurn Aerodrome on 24
May 1946. Wikner, who had never before flown
a fully loaded large aircraft, ordered that heavy
luggage be stored in the tail. After running up
the engines and testing the controls, at 4.30
am Wikner taxied ‘Waltzing Matilda’ out to the
runway and was authorised to leave. The aircraft
only just managed to lift off, barely clearing
trees at the end of the runway. It circled round
and round like, Sulman wrote, ‘a constipated
duck’ and could not make any height, so the
crew carried the luggage from the tail to the
navigator’s cabin. Gradually the aircraft came
back on an even keel. Due to the problems
encountered, Wikner decided to land at
Marseilles in France, instead of Tunis in Tunisia
as intended.

Next morning ‘Waltzing Matilda’ went on to
Castel Benito in Libya, traveling across Corsica
and hitting Africa at Cap Bonn. Leaving at
daybreak the following morning, it flew along the
African coast, the scene of the heartbreaking
reverses and the eventual victory of the Allied
forces. The desert was still criss-crossed with
tank tracks and littered with burnt-out aircraft,
vehicles and tanks. ‘Waltzing Matilda’ did a
circle of Tobruk in honour of the Australians
who defended the town, the harbour of which
was cluttered with sunken shipping, and flew in
over the Nile and pyramids to Cairo in Egypt.
A day was spent checking the aircraft and
fitting air scoops to cool the interior, as it had
proved very hot and stuffy. From Cairo ‘Waltzing
Matilda’ followed a pipeline until it veered off
to the north. The decision was made to turn
south, in the hope of picking up the Euphrates
and following it down to Basra in Iraq, the
next stopover. Instead there were hundreds of
kilometres of flooded land, the trees sticking
up like fingers above the muddy waters. There
were no landmarks and time was running out
before refueling would be necessary. C. B. Scott,
the experienced navigator with a distinguished
record in would be necessary. C. B. Scott, the
experienced navigator with a distinguished
record in the Royal Air Force during the war,
proved his worth when at last the Basra and
aerodrome came into view. The heat was
intense and by the time crewmembers finished
overseeing the refueling the wings were burning
through their shoes.
Leaving again at daybreak, the weather was
still hot but bearable. ‘Waltzing Matilda’ flew
down the eastern coast of the Persian Gulf
over Bahrain, from where the oil sheen went
way out into the sea. Worried about the fuel
supply lasting to India, Wikner landed instead
at a Royal Air Force fighter station at the desert
town of Sharjah in the Arabian Peninsula. Due to
the glare from the sand and the heat, ‘Waltzing
Matilda’ fell hard on to the airstrip from about
five metres and then bounced several times.
Scott swore afterwards that the first two bounces
showed on the altimeter. Wikner managed to
steady the aircraft and taxied up to a fort, which
looked like something out of the film ‘Beau
Geste’. Inside was a large courtyard surrounded
by green awnings, the rooms also being green
with pictures of the English countryside on
the walls. It was wonderfully soothing after the
dazzling glare and heat of the desert outside.
‘Waltzing Matilda’s crew and passengers lay

back and relaxed in cane chairs, drinking large
iced lemon drinks. A serviceman informed
them that he was one of the original crew of the
aircraft, and that it had always been considered
a lucky ship. They hoped he was right.
All too soon they had to leave, and then a
nasty shock came. They were told the runway
was only about 1300 metres long, shorter than
normally needed to take off, and ‘Waltzing
Matilda’ had a full fuel load. The moment Wikner
felt the wheels leave the ground he signaled
for the undercarriage to be lifted. Even then the
aircraft only just scraped over the sand dunes at
the runway’s end.
Karachi, then in India and now in Pakistan, was
reached without any more drama. Because
of the heat it was decided not to work on the
aircraft that day and to stay two nights. On the
following day, the crew once again checked the
aircraft, trying to find a mysterious hydraulic oil
leak without any success. The second night was
so hot even with enormous punkas over beds
that several of the crew and passengers got
dressed, hired a taxi, and drove around the city
until they left at daybreak.
Crossing the Sind Desert, ‘Waltzing Matilda’
approached the Indian city of Jodhpur. A
wireless message warned of a sandstorm
approaching. Wikner was told to land at the
closest Royal Air Force airstrip without delay.
The red and yellow cloud reaching high into the
sky for some time had already puzzled him and
the others on board, so he landed as quickly
as possible. The crew only just had time to lash
tarpaulin covers over the engines and make
everything fast before the storm was upon them.
The sun disappeared and an eerie half-light
took its place. The wind howled and the sand
enveloped them, so they were very glad to take
shelter. The air force had access to an enclosed
swimming pool in which most of the ‘Waltzing
Matilda’ party spent the rest of the day, as it was
stiflingly hot.
After a one night stop at Calcutta in India,
‘Waltzing Matilda’ ran into very heavy
thunderstorms, the forerunner of the monsoons
that it had been hoped to beat. A wide detour
was made out to sea. Wikner was worried about
finding the next port of call, at Pegu in Burma,
an airstrip in the jungle not far from Rangoon.
The visibility was so bad that he flew in very low.
Scott, the able navigator, found the destination
despite a complete absence of landmarks and
the aircraft’s wireless set having a range of

only about 15 kilometres. As ‘Waltzing Matilda’
touched down there was a terrific noise that
shook all on board until they realized that
the airstrip was paved with steel slats to stop
aircraft bogging in the mud and a tyre was
badly punctured. There was only a skeleton
Royal Air Force staff to look after the needs of
aircraft passing through, and a company of Sikh
soldiers to provide security. The rains went on.
Advice was received not to continue the journey
until the weather cleared. With no oxygen tanks
and children on board the safe ceiling was
about 4000 metres. It was, however, necessary
to cross a mountain range of approximately
5000 metres with only one gap through which
to go. Clad in bathing trunks, crew members
checked over the aircraft, tried to eliminate the
numerous leaks in the fuselage revealed in the
heavy rains, and once again unsuccessfully
attempted to discover the elusive hydraulic oil
leak.
After five days in Pegu, during which some
crewmembers went hunting, it was decided to
take off at dawn and try to get through the gap
in the mountains, much against the advice of
the local air force meteorologist. Climbing up
through the clouds ‘Waltzing Matilda’ came out
in the sunlight. Skimming through the top of the
cloudbank, the crew was able to pick out the
gap through which the aircraft had to pass. After
landing at Bangkok in Thailand to refuel, crew
and passengers had a light meal at the airport,
bought some of the famed local silver jewellery
and were soon off again down the Malay
Peninsula to Singapore.
At Singapore the Royal Air Force was very
loath to let ‘Waltzing Matilda’ continue and
insisted on a long-range wireless set being
fitted. The aircraft was rerouted via Balikpapan
in Indonesian Borneo, as the much more direct
route over Surabaya in Java was too dangerous.
Indonesian nationalists engaged in a war of
independence against the Dutch were firing at
aircraft going that way.
Balikpapan aerodrome was practically deserted,
only a handful of Dutch personnel left there with
no equipment and very little food. ‘Waltzing
Matilda’ was thoroughly checked for the long
hop across the Timor Sea to Darwin, but the
oil leak, which was getting worse, could still
not be located. To make matters even more
worrying there was no hydraulic oil available,
so with much trepidation coconut oil was used
instead, the crew hoping that the heat would

keep it liquid enough. Inflatable dinghies and life
jackets were carefully checked. At dawn, after
two days stopover, the flight resumed. The only
large land mass seen after Borneo was Timor.
The new wireless set proved useless, as the
sole station the radio operator could raise was in
Hong Kong.
At last, after about seven hours flying, the
Australian coastline, a barren, mangrovecovered
shore, came into view. ‘Waltzing Matilda’ missed
Bathurst and Melville Islands and now seemed
lost. The radio operator still could not raise
Darwin. Crewmembers correctly determined
that they were about 100 kilometres too far
west. ‘Waltzing Matilda’ quickly turned east and
flew low to make sure the coconut oil would be
liquid enough when the flaps and undercarriage
were lowered, resulting in a bumpy ride as it
landed without further misadventure to what the
Sydney Morning Herald described as a ‘rousing
welcome’ at Darwin’s Royal Australian Air Force
base.
After the landing, staff members at the base
quickly noticed that ‘Waltzing Matilda’’s exhaust
stack was hanging on by just one small bolt.
Sulman climbed up into the outer casing of the
engine to inspect the damage and found the
mysterious hydraulic oil-leak – a hairline crack
in the casing that only opened up when hot. The
air force workshops repaired the exhaust pipe
and welded a new casing but had no suitable
gasket to install. A jam jar rubber ring that was
the right size was fitted instead and everyone
hoped for the best.
From Darwin ‘Waltzing Matilda’ had an
uneventful journey to Sydney via Cloncurry. A
crowd of about two hundred people was at
Sydney airport to greet the aircraft’s arrival there
on 15 June.
As ‘Waltzing Matilda’ was the first Halifax in
Australia, Wikner had intended to take it on an
exhibition tour there. For various reasons this
did not prove possible and it was sold to an
airfreight company. After just one flight, it was
allowed to rot at Bankstown in Sydney. The
fuselage was finally destroyed when it was used
for a fire drill. It was an undignified end for an
aircraft that achieved so much.
The story of ‘Waltzing Matilda’s 1946 journey
reminds us of how greatly passenger
flights have changed since then. When I last
travelled by air from London to Sydney in
2012, the trip took about 23 hours with just
one quite short stopover in Singapore. What

a contrast to Waltzing Matilda’s adventures in
1946.
HISTORY: Magazine of the Royal Australian
Historical Society, no. 147 (March 2021)

G-AGXA at Sydney Airport 20 June 1946, with part of the crowd
which greeted their arrival from England.
Photo: John Hopton Collection

Classifieds
We’re having a clean out - would any
VHRR members would be interested in these
videos
Goodwood Festival of Speed 1996
Goodwood Festival of Speed 2000
Motor Racing’60’s style
Historic Sandown 1995
Cheers, Bill Cutler 0407 337 600

I have for sale a Ford 100E engine
equipped with a Willment OHV head, an inlet
manifold that could take a small twin choke
sidedraft carby, an Aquaplane exhaust manifold
and an external oil pump driven by a toothed
belt. It is fitted up to a 100E gearbox and
Laycock overdrive unit. It could be of use to an
historic racer using a 100E engine.
Gordon Cowley, 0427 481 948
Cooper 14” Replica Steering Wheel,
blank and unfinished, 25mm rim with 5mm thick
spokes and includes a black
leather rim sleeve.
Professionally made, slotted
then welded $380.00.
Barrie Read. 0400 054 358,
or readworks@bigpond.com

